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Abstract.
Knowledge of th,e spectral attenuation associated with clouds is
important for accurate estimates of natural irradiance at the Earth's surface. We
compare spectral measurementsof visible downwellingirradiance, under varying
sky conditionsat Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada, with resultsfrom a clear-sky model.
The spectral effect of clouds is estimated by taking the ratio of the measurements
to the modeled irradiancesand removing spectrally consistentinstrumental effects
and errors in the model. Empirical relationshipsderived between the spectral cloud

effectand both CF, the cloudfactor (the ratio of measuredto modeledirradiances
at 490 nm), and f, the fraction of sky coveredby cloud,were found to follow a

wavelength
(•) dependence
of the forma(C'F or f)+ b(C'For f)(•/490) -4 in the
412-700 nm wavelength range. Both this relationship and a previously published
linear relationship were found to be inadequate for describingcloudy irradiance
data from the Bering Sea, indicating that the spectral effect of clouds can vary
with cloud type and location. We show here that the spectral cloud effect can
be mimicked by using a clear-sky model and changing the magnitude of the sky
reflectivity or the spectral shape and magnitude of the ground albedo within the
model. An investigation of the effectsof cloud-dependentchangesin irradiance
spectra on calculations of bio-optical properties is also presented. Estimates of
chlorophyll concentration from near-surface radia,nces are found to vary by up to
30%, whereasthe effectson estimatesof photosyntheticallyavailable and usable
radiation at the sea surface are negligible.

1.

els. The more complicated representationsdivide the
atmosphereand cloudsinto several layers, requiring nu-

Introduction

The accurate representation of natural spectral ir- merousparameters(e.g., LOWTRAN [Kneizyset al.,
radiance at the Earth's surface is an important fac- 1983]and SBDART [Ricchiazziet al., 1998]). Simpler
tor in oceanographicstudies based on optical mea- methods compensatefor clouds by applying a weightsurements, such as the estimation of primary produc- ing to the irradiancefor the clear-skycase[e.g., A twa-

tion [Kiefer and Mitchell, 1983; Platt and $athyen- ter and Ball, 1978]. A limited numberof studieshave
dranath, 1988; Morel, 1991] and chlorophyllconcen- shownthat in the ultraviolet and visible wavelengthretration [Morel, 1980]. Although it is well known that gions (from 290 to 700 nm) cloudscausewavelengttlclouds change the amount of sunlight reaching the dependent attenuation of downwellingsolar irradiance
Earth's surface, the spectral effect of clouds is poorly [$pinhirneand Green,1978;Nann, 1990;Nann and
quantified. This uncertainty hampers attempts to model ordan, 1991; •eckme•ler et al., 1996; Wang and Lenoirradiance

at the Earth's

surface

under

natural

atmo-

ble,1996;Byfieldet al., 1997;Siegelet al., 1998]. Only

spheric conditions.
the study of Siegelet al. [1998]providesa parameterMany models of solar irradiance apply to clear-sky ization with coefficients that characterize the spectral
conditionsonly [e.g., Leckner, 1978; Sherry and Jus- effect of clouds on irradiance. However its applicability
tus, 1983; Bird and Riotdan, 1986; Gregg and Carder, to a broad range of locations and times of year has not

1990; Gueymard,1995]. Severalmethodshave been

been determined.

used to incorporate the effect of clouds into such mod-

Different perceptions exist regarding the cause of
spectral attenuation by clouds. One hypothesis is that
t Now at the Collegeof Oceanicand AtmosphericSciences, the spectral change in downwelling irradiance is a re-
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sult of irradiance

reflection

off the surface of the Earth

and clouds [Wang and Lenoble,1996; h'glling et al.,
1997; Frederick, 1997; S. Madronich, personal commu-
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nication, 1996]. The processis summarizedas follows:
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face of clouds back to space. Since clouds are generally white or light gray in color, this processis spectrally neutral and simply decreasesthe magnitude of
the downwellingirradiance. Part of this reflected irradiance

is then

scattered

back toward

the Earth's

EFFECTS

OF CLOUDS

sidered when determining the spectral effect of clouds.
This study determines the spectral effect that different sky conditions have on the visible irradiance at Hal-

ifax, Nova Scotia, Canada (45øN, 63øW), and derives

sur-

simple methods to correct irradiance models for these
face by the atmospheric constituents. The scattering spectral effects. The results are compared with previis greaterat shorter (blue) wavelengths
than at longer ously published relationships and applied to irradiance
(red) wavelengths,so the resultingdownwellingirra- data from the Bering Sea to determine the applicability
diance is bluet relative to irradiance under clear sky. of the derived results to other locations. A simple analDownwellingirradiance that passesthrough the cloud ysis is then made of the consequenceof these spectral

and reachesthe Earth's surfaceis then reflected (with

effects on the estimation of chlorophyll concentration

a reflectivitydeterminedby the groundalbedo), yield- (C) in oceanicwatersfrom measurements
of oceancolor
ing upwelling irradiance. Part of the upwelling irradi- at the seasurfaceand in the determination of photosynance is then reflected off the spectrally neutral bottom thetically availableradiation (PAR) and photosynthetsurface of the overlaying clouds, yielding downwelling ically usableradiation (PUR). A list of symbolsand
irradiance which contributes to the direct downwelling abbreviations can be found in the notation section.
irradiance. The spectral shape of this reflected downwelling irradiance would differ from that of the direct. 2. Obtaining Cloudy Irradiance from

irradiancebecauseof the influenceof (a) the spectral
Clear-Sky Irradiance
shapeof the groundalbedo[Middleton,1954;Spinhirn½
Downwelling solar irradiance after passingthrough
and Green, 1978] and (b) the spectralprocesses
that
occur within the atmospheric path traversed by the re- cloud [E•(,•, f)] can be calculatedfrom modeledclear'flected irradiance that is not traversed by the direct sky irradiance[E•(,•)] as
irradiance.

E•(,•, f)= E•(,•) x X(,•) x CF x SCE(,•, CF), (1)
An alternative hypothesis is that the spectral attenuation of clouds is caused by "spectral trapping" within
where ,• is the wavelength, f is the fraction of sky covthe clouds: a consequenceof the increasein pathlength
ered by cloud, X(,•) is the instrumentaland/or local
causedby multiple scattering by the cloud constituents
effect,CF is the cloudfactor (the ratio of E•(490) to
(water, gas molecules,and aerosols)which each have

E•(490),a measure
of theeffectofclouds
onthemag-

different absorptionand scatteringcharacteristics(but
nitudeof the downwelling
irradiance)and SCE(,•, CF)
seeMiddleton[1954]and ,5'pinhirneand Green[1978]).
is the spectralcloud effect. The parameterX(,•) can
Our results suggest that the former hypothesis is the
dominant effect in spectral attenuation by clouds.
Other factors that may alter the spectral shape of the
downwellingirradiance under cloudsare the cloud type,
the solar zenith angle, and the horizontal cloud distribution. The spectral cloud effect has been shown to
be enhanced

under

thick

clouds

relative

to thin

clouds

[S'pinhirneand Green,1978]. However,the effectof an
increasein solar zenith angle has only been seenduring

periodsof thin cloudcover[Nastena,d Czeplak,1980;
IVann and Riotdan, 1991; •_q'ie9½l
et al., 1998]. This is

be calculated for any instrument and location by tak-

ingtheratioof E•(,•,0) to E•(,•) usingtheavailable
climatological parameters. The secondparameter, CF,
can be estimated by using a local parameterization for
CF as a function of f or measured directly. The final

parameter, SCE(,k, CF), can either be calculatedfor a
given locality or esti•nated from an empirical relationship. Each of these parameters are described in more
detail later in this paper.

because in thicker clouds the increased scattering by 3. Irradiance
Measurements
cloud particles causesthe light. field to become diffuse;
hence the incident photon direction becomesirrelevant
Measurementsof spectral downwelling irradiance at
[Wang and Lenoble,1996; 5"i½g½1
el al., 1998]. An in- the Earth's surface, Ed(,•), were made using an OCIcrease in the horizontal
extent of cloud would also be
200 irradiam'e n•eter (Satlantic, Inc., Halifax, Nova Scoexpected to increasethe spectral change in the down- tia, ('anada). This instrument has seven irradiance
welling irradiance becauseof the increasingnumber of sensorswith individual cosine collectors arranged in a
photons that must intercept the cloud. However, the horizontal plane; one sensor was not used because its
spectral cloud effect can be more pronounced when a cosine response was unsatisfactory. Each of the sensmall cloud is in the line-of-sight of the sun, since the sotsusedhas a bandpassof approximately10 nm [see
direct downwellingirradiance will be intercepted by the C,11cnet al., 1994], with center wavelengths
of 411.4,
and 699.5 nm. For these sencloud, whereas the skylight will be largely unaffected. 442.9,489.9,555.2,683.8,
This effect may be significant on short timescaleswhen sots,the errorsin the cosineresponsefor incident angles
variations in downwellingirradiance causedby the pas- lessthan 700 were lessthan 7% (Figure 1). The specsageof cloudsin front of the sun can be severe[e.g., tral responsesfor the filters were determined at room
Cullen et al., 1994]. All of thesefactorsneedto be con- telnperature by Satlantic, Inc., using a dual-beam spec-
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resolution of 1 nm using data of extraterrestrial irradiance and coefficientsof absorption for ozone, oxygen,
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683.8nm(-2ø)

/

.............
699.5
nm(-2ø)

/...•

and water vaporfrom Greggand Carder [1990]and K.
Arrigo(personalcommunication,
1994). With the available climatologicaldata (measuredhourly), this model
providesclear-skyirradianceat the Earth's surfacewith
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Figure 1. Cosine responseerrors for the OCI-200
irradiance sensors in air of center wavelengths 411.4,

1 nm resolution for every hour of the day.

The climatologicaldata required by the model include ozonescaleheight, surfacepressure,surfacetemperature, dew point temperature, visibility, windspeed,
and 24-hour mean windspeed. Preliminary daily data
of ozone scale height were obtained from the Bedford
branchof EnvironmentCanada(Bedford,Nova Scotia),
which is located approximately 8 km from the site of
our measurements. On days when no measurementsof
ozone were available, the mean value for the month was

555.2,683.8, and 699.5nm (courtesyof Satlantic,Inc.). used. The remainingclimatologicalvariableswere meaThe remainingsensorsused(with centerwavelengthsof sured at least hourly approximately 6 km from the site
442.9 and 489.9 nm) had cosineresponseerrors of less of our measurements at Shearwater, Nova Scotia, by
than 5% for incident angleslessthan 700. The values Environment
Canada.
When these observations
were
in parenthesesindicate the angle of deviation of the inunavailable,
the
corresponding
measurements
of
solar
strument from the normal to the light source. These
irradiance

were not examined.

cosinereponseerrors were determined in multiples of 2
For the region under study, an air masstype of 2 was
or 3 by Satlantic, Inc., by varying the angleof incidence
of a collimated light sourceon a row of sensorson an assumed(where a value of 1 appliesto marine atmoinstrument

head.

spheres,and 10 applies to urban atmospheres). The
ground albedo was assumedto be spectrally neutral

trophotometer with the filters positioned to mimic its
location

in the OCI-200

irradiance

meter.

The instrument was positioned horizontally on the

with a value of 0.2, which is assumed to be representative of the surroundingarea. This is an average of
typical values for soil, concrete, basalt, pinetrees, and

grassin the visiblewavelength
region[Gu½!/mard,
199,5].

roof of an inner-city building in Halifax (population
125,000),2 km from the ocean. Spectralirradiancewas 5. Measurement-Model

Comparison

logged every 10 s for the months of August-October
By comparing the spectral shape of cloudy down1996. The instrument was calibrated each month using
welling
irradiancemeasuredat the Earth's surfacewith
a standard 1000 W FEL Tungsten-Halogenlamp from
the
spectral
shape of the correspondingmodeled irraOptronic Laboratories. Over the period of observation,
diance
for
clear-sky
conditions, it should be possibleto
the calibrationvalueschangedby a maximum of 4%.
determine the spectral effect that clouds have on irradiance. However, this type of approach makes several

4. Modeled Clear-Sky Irradiance

assumptions:(1) that the measuredand modeledJr-

Clear-sky irradiance at the Earth's surface was modeled using a combination of the original Bird and Ri-

radiancesare comparable in wavelength and temporal

tween these two versions are in the treatment

aerosols or instrumental effects. An attempt will be

resolution,(2) that the modelresultsare accuratefor
ordan model designedfor use on land [Bird and Riot- the locality, and (3) that any differencesobservedare
dan, 1986]and the modifiedversiondesignedfor useat solely a consequenceof the presenceof clouds and not
sea[G•gg and Carder,1990].The main differences
be- of any other factors, such as poor approximations of
of surface

reflectanceand aerosols,and the wavelength intervals made to minimize the effects of these assumptions.
that are used. The two versionswere combined to proThe different resolution in wavelength between the

ducea singlemodel(the BRGC model(seeAppendix)) model and the measurements is accounted for by mulfor use between

300 and 700 nm either

on land or at

tiplying the model spectra by the spectral responseof

the instrumentat each waveband(normalizedto have
unit integrals). The different temporal resolutionsare
Earth'ssurface,
•d(5), by attenuating
extraterrestrialaccountedfor by comparingthe model, basedon hourly
irradiancethrough the atmosphereand accountingfor climatologicalobservations,with measurements(made
interaction with the surface. The magnitude and spec- every 10 s) averagedover 10-rain periodscenteredon
tral characteristics of the attenuation
are functions of the time of climatologicaldata observation.
Comparison between the modeled and measured irrathe atmosphericconstituents,the time of year, and the
solar zenith angle. This study was performed with a diancesfor three hourson a clearday (Figure 2) shows

sea.

The model calculates clear-sky irradiance at the
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120

the spectra of averageratios tilt with decreasingCF,

100

increasing
the ratiosfor shorterwavelengths
(withinthe
9,5%level of confidence).The casewith the lowestval-

E
•

EFFECTS

ues of CF yields valuesdiffering from the clear-skycase
by up to ahnost :25%in the visible, when normalizedat
490 nm. Further grouping accordingto solar zenith angle showed no discernabletrends, indicating that the
effects of changesin solar zenith angle on the spectral
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for these conditions.

The deviation of the clear-sky case from a fiat line
may be a consequenceof either instrumental effects

I ,,,,

and/or inaccuratemodeling[X(•)]. To removethis effect, each averageratio in Figure 3 (as well as those
not shown)is simplydividedby the clear-skyratio (the
Figure 2. Comparisonof irradiancesmeasuredunder ratio for cloudfactorsof 1-1.2) in the samefigure. This
clearskyconditions(solidlines)with modeledclear-sky yields a new set of ratios representing the spectral efirradiances(dashedlines). The measureddata shown fect that different cloud factors can have on irradiance,
are 10-rainaverages(centeredon the hour) of measure450

500

550

600

650

700

Wavelength (nm)

ments made on September 27, 1996, from 1000 to 1300
LT. The modeled

lines shown are the result of combin-

with first-order discrepanciesbetween the model and

measurements
removed(Figure4). In this analysis,the

clear-sky case is now spectrally neutral, and the ratios
show the same trends observedin Figure 3; the spectral
for details of the model.
shape of the cloud effect tilts with decreasingcloud factor. Note that this technique of dividing each average
ratio by the clear-sky ratio removes effects such as the
use of an inaccurate ground albedo or air mass type in
that the generaltrendsand magnitudesof the measured the model, so that it reveals only those spectral effects
and modeled clear-sky irradiances agree, but there are that are compounded by the presenceof clouds.
consistentdifferences,particularly at 490 nm and from
The spectralcloudeffect [•qCE(•, CF)] can be pa-

ing the 1 nm resolution clear-sky model results with
the spectral responseof the instrument. See the text

683 to 700 nm. These differences could be due to either

rameterizedas a functionof the cloudfactor (CF), by

instrumental effects(i.e., deviationsfrom the idealized
response)or inability of the model to simulate accurately the local conditions becauseof the presenceof
pollution or the use of an inappropriate ground albedo,

1.4

for example.
¸

6. Estimation

of the Spectral Effects of

•

1.3

o

1.2

.,-

1.1

Clouds

To determine the spectral effect of clouds on irradiance, the ratios of each of the measuredspectra to their

.--

Data

were limited

to solar zenith

an-

-

o

z

gleslessthan 70ø, which is the range of incident angles
for which the instrument cosineresponseerrors are less
than 7% (Figure 1). To removevariationsin magni-

0.4-0.6

1

corresponding
modeled
clear-sky
spectra,
Ed(•)/Ed(•),
were calculated.

iCloud
Factor
-0.0-0.2
i'•,
Cloud
Factor
_

-

The normalized spectral ratios were then grouped ac-

0.0-0.2

0.8
300

400

500

600

700

800

Wave[en9th (nm)

tude of the irradiance, all of the ratios were normalized
at 490 nln.

•

0.9

Figure 3. The effectof changesin the cloudfactor (the
ratio of measured to modeled irradiance at 490 nin) on

cording to a cloud factor (CF), the ratio of Ed(490) the normalized irradiance ratio. The irradiance ratios
to E•(490), and eachgroupwasthen averaged(Figure shown are averagesof the measuredto modeledspectral
3). Low valuesof CF generallyindicate large cloud irradiance ratios for eachcloud factor group, normalized
at 490 nm.

The solid lines shown are for cloud factors

volumes, whereas CF values of one indicate clear sky.
in the ranges indicated for all cloud covers. The dotNote that. values for CF in the range 1.0-1.2 may be ted lines are the 95% confidence intervals of the mean.
causedby reflectionfrom the sidesof clouds[Nack and The number of spectra averaged in each case shown
Green, 1974; 5'½galand Davis, 1992; Mires and Freder- were 36 (CF=0.0-0.2; minimum observedwas 0.043),

ick, 1994],or it may be an indicationof discrepancies,51(CF=0.4-0.6), and 102 (CF=I.O-1.2). The number
model estimates
and lneasurements
at 490 nm
of spectrain the remainingcloud factor intervals (not,
(seeFigure:2).The principalresultfrom Figure3 is that shown)were.58(0.2-0.4),42 (0.6-0.8), and 78 (0.8-1.0).

between
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Comparison of the data to the empirical relationship
shows the worst fit at long wavelengths, possibly because of the increasedcontribution from absorption by
water near 695 nm. Refitting the data to the same
type of power law after removing the data points at 700
nm yielded the same parameters within standard error.
This type of function was found to fit the data better
than previously derived linear functions of wavelength

,•0.4-0.6

'-

0.2-0.4

0.8 0.7

EFFECTS

[Siegelet al., 1998]and exponentialfits.

0.0-0.2

7.

, • , , I , , , • I , , , , I • , , , I , , • •
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Figure 4. The spectral effect of different cloud factors
on solar irradiance. Each solid line with solid symbols

is the ratio of each solid line in Figure 3 (and those
not shown)to the solidline in the samefigurefor cloud
factorsof 1.0-1.2 (i.e., approximatelyclearsky). This
calculation removesthe spectral effects caused by inaccuracies in the model results and by instrumental effects. The dotted lines with open symbols show the

empiricalspectralcloudeffect(5) as a functionof cloud

In some cases,local measurements of the cloud factor
may be unavailable, such as in remote locations or for
studies over large spatial areas. A more convenient and
readily available parameter for describing the amount
of cloud cover in such cases is f, the fraction of cloud
cover. Observations of f are routinely made at most
weather stations and can also be made by eye on site
or remotely using a camera. For larger spatial scales,
estimates of f can be made from satellite measurements
of cloud cover. Using a relationship between CF and

factor for values of CF of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9.
f, it wouldbe possibleto parameterizeSCE(A, CF) as
The symbol shapesfor the empirical lines are the same
a
function of f.
as the symbol shapesfor the correspondingmeasured
lines. All lines are normalized

A numberof previousstudies[e.g., Kaiser and Hill,

at 490 nm.

1976; Kasten and Czeplak, 1980; Frederick and Steele,

1995; Davis, 1996] have derived relationshipsbetween
fitting power functions to the solid lines in Figure 4 of
the form'

the ratio of integratedcloudyirradiance(Ecloudy)
to
integratedclear-skyirradiance (Eclear)measuredover
largebandwidths(e.g., 300-2800nm [Davis,1996])and

(2)

the fraction of sky covered by either total cloud or

The re-

study, f will be assumed to be equivalent to the frac-

SCE(,X,CF) - a(CF) + b(CF)(,X/490)-•,

opaquecloud (for a more comprehensive
citation list
see
Kasten
and
Czeplak
[1980]).
For
the
purpose
of this
wherea(CF) and b(CF) are parametersthat are functions of CF and n is the shape parameter.

lationshipsare confinedby two restrictions: (1) SCE
must equal 1 for all wavelengths when CF = 1 and

(2) SCE must equal 1 for all valuesof CF at a wavelength of 490 nm. Since the second restriction means

that a(CF)+ b(CF)= 1, (2)can be reducedto a function of two parameters:

tion of sky coveredby opaquecloud(as givenby Davis
[1996])rather than total cloud. The derivedrelationshipsvaried in form from linear [Frederickaud Steele,
1995]to powerfunctions[Kaiser and Hill, 1976;Kasten
and Czeplak,1980;Davis, 1996]of f:

Ecloudy
/ Eclea
r? -- 1- af0,

(6)

/

SCE(2, CF) - 1 - b(CF) + b(CF)(,X/490)-•

(3) wherea and/3areparamete/rs.
Theserelationships
im-

plicitly include the effects :of cloud thickness and soFitting the data and applying the restrictions yielded lar zenith angle. A study covering 41 locations within

the followinglinear relationshipfor b(CF)'

Canada[Coorobes
andHarrison,1987]yieldedrelationships of similar shape to the nonlinear forms found for

b(CF) - 0.24(1- CF)

(4)

with a coefficient of correlation of greater than 0.99.
The value of n that gave the best fit to the data was 441. Cloud factorsof greater than one were approximated

by cloudfactorsof onefor this analysis.Combining(3)
and (4) with the best fit valuefor n yields

Hamburg,Germany[Kastenand Czeplak,1980] and
Seattle,Washington
[Davis,1996](equation(6)).
If it is assumedthat the spectral effect of clouds will
have a minimal second-ordereffecton the magnitude of

Ecloudy
(seesection
11.2fora discussion
oftheeffecton
PAR),theratioEcloudy/Eclea
r canbe approximated
by
CF, which is based on irradiance ratios at 490 nm. A

SCE(•, C'F) - 0.76+0.24CF+O.24(1-CF)(•/490)-4 test of this assumptionwas made on data from Analytfor CF _< 1, where ,• is in units of nanometers. This
empirical relationship is shown by' the dotted lines in
Figure 4 for cloud factors of 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9.

ical Spectral Devices, Inc., who made measurementsof
spectral irradiance at 1 nm resolution from 350 to 2200

nm on successive
clearand cloudydays(A. F. H. Goetz,
Analytical Spectral Devices, Inc., personal communi-
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cation, 1997). The ratio of cloudy to clear integrated $. Comparison with Previous Results
irradiance (0.3103) was found to deviate from the raPreviousstudieshave examinedthe spectraleffectsof
tio of cloudyto clear irradianceat 490 nm (0.3237) by
cloudson downwellingirradiancein the visible[Nann
4%. Hence,assuming
that Ecloudy/Eclea
r canbe ap- and Riotdan, 1991; Byfield et al., 1997; Siegelet al.,
proximated by CF and that the empirical relationship
1998]. Nann and Riotdan [1991]derivedempiricalrederivedby Davis [1996]for Seattle,Washington(equalationshipsfor the spectral effects'based on measuretion (6), c• = 0.674 and /• = 2.854), is applicableto
ments made in Germany and at three locations across
Halifax, (5) can be expressedas a functionof f:
the United States, compared with a clear-sky model.

(7) The fitted parameters for their nonlinear functions of

SCE(A,f) - I 4-0.16f2'8s4[(A/490)
-4 - 1],

wavelengthwere not published, so their resultscannot
be comparedquantitatively with ours. However, their
Theirradiance
ratiosEd(,X)/t•d(,X)
weredivided
into spectral cloud effectsdo show a nonlinear wavelength
four groups according to the fraction of cloud cover dependencein the visible similar to thosepresentedhere
where

,X is in units

of nanometers.

(clearsky, scatteredcloud (lessthan 1/2 sky covered), [Nann and Riotdan,1991, Figures4b and 8]. Siegelet
brokencloud (greaterthan 1/2 sky covered),and over- al. [1998]performeda similar analysisin the western
cast) after normalizingat 490 nm and then averagedto equatorial Pacific Ocean for 13 wavebands between 340
determine the accuracy of this parameterization. These and 683 nm and found linear relationshipsbetweenthe
cloud
effect
andwavelength.
Theirderived
emsky conditionswere provided by Environment Canada spectral
pirical
relationships
are
given
below:
at Shearwater on an hourly basis. Data from periods

when.skyconditionsweredesignatedas obscured(such
as by dust) or raining were excluded. Instrumental and
modeldeficiencies
[X(,X)] wereremovedby dividingthe where
averageratio for each group by the averageratio for
the clear-skygroup (as in Figure 4). The comparison
between the spectral cloud effect determined as a func-

(8)

A(CL) - 0.0015CL(1- CL),

(9)

B(CL) - 0.966(CL)
2+ 0.0619CL- 0.0389, (10)

tion of cloud coverand measurementsshowedgood cor-

respondence(Figure 5). The excellentagreementbe- and CL is definedas 1- (Ecloudy/Eclear).
Notethat
tween the derived empirical relationship and the mea- CL is directlyequivalentto 0.674f•'8s4basedon the
sured spectral effect of clouds indicates that the rela- relationship
by Davis[1996](equation(6)) •nd approxtionshipbetweenf and CF derivedfrom Davis [1996] imately equal to 1- CF. The variable cl(,k,CL) is
their spectral cloud index, which describesthe combined spectral and magnitude effect of clouds on the
downwellingirradiance. A cloudy spectrum can be ob-

is appropriate for this data set.

tainedfrom cl(,k,CL) by multiplyingthe clear-skyspectrum by [1-cl(,k, CL)]. The magnitudeeffectof clouds
is removedfrom [1- c/(,k,CL)] by normalizingat 490

1.3

Fraction of
Cloud Cover

=

1.2

1.1

measured

rim.

1•.•e'
k --•e-•--emp.•irica/relationshi•p
0.75
Fraction
of
A comparisonof model fits showsthat the two types
of relationships show marked differences, particularly

at shorter wavelengths(Figure 6). For example,our

relationship yields a factor of 1.17 at 412 nm for over-
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cast skieswhereasthe Siegelet al. [1998]relationship
yields 1.07 under the same conditions. The difference between the two relationships may be a consequenceof the assumptionmade for the comparisonthat

Ecloudy/Eclea
r - ('F (although
it.wasdemonstrated
in
section7 that they differ by only 4%), or to different

cloud types and aerosolspresent at the two locations
Figure 5. A comparisonbetween the spectral effect under comparison,or to different ground albedos. In
of clouds determined here (solid lines) with the em- the samestudy, Siegelet al. [1998]found that the rapirical relationshipof (7) (dashedlines) for the four tio of irradiance from a plane-parallel cloud radiative

sky conditions(clearsky (opencircles),scatteredcloud transfer model (SBDART) for cloudy sky to that for
(triangles),brokencloud (crosses),and overcast(solid clear sky followed a nonlinear shape in the visible.
circles)). The chosenvaluesof f usedin the empirical
Analytical Spectral Devices, Inc., estimated the specrelationshipof (7) for each sky condition were 0, 0.25,
0.75, and 1, respectively. Note that the two relation-

tral cloud effect by taking the ratio of cloudy irradi-

shipsfor clear sky (f = 0) are superimposed
along a ance data to clear-skyirradiance data from the next day
straight line.

measuredusing a spectroradiometerat 1 nm resolution
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be valid for wavelengths as short as 350 nm and per-

•

hapseven 320 nm [seeWebb,1991,Table l; Wa•g and
Lenoble,1996; Siegelet al., 1998],althoughmore stud-

-- this
study

,• ----Siegel
et
al.
.....

AnalyticalSpectralDevices,Inc.

ies need to be made in this wavelength region to coilfirm this. Extrapolation beyond 700 nm is not possible
since the spectral cloud effect showsstrong variability

at thesewavelengths(Figure 6). This is likely causedby
the presence of water absorption bands at these wavelengths.

,-:!:
;

'-,..., ....

•...'

:..'

:.: .

A Practical

Test

Measurementsof downwellingirradiance were made
using the same OCI-200 irradiance meter in the Bering

0.9

0.8

9.

350

400

450

500

550

600

650

700

750

800

Sea (near 57øN, 168øW) aboard the R/V Miller Free-

man from April 17-27, 1996. Downwelling irradiance
was
measured 6 times per second and averaged over
Figure 6. A comparisonbetweentwo eInpirical relationships and an independent observation of the spec- 10-min periods for solar zenith angles less than 70ø.
tral cloud effect. The empirical relationships shown Clear-sky model irradiances were calculated from the
are that presentedhere (equation(5), solid lille) and BRGC model usingclimatologicalparametersmeasured
Wavelength(nm)

that derivedby Siegelet al. [1998](equations(8)-(10), aboard the R/V Miller Freemanand correctedfor the
dashedline), for a cloudfactor of 0.33. Each empirical spectral response of the instrument. The climate data
relationship is shown only over the wavelength region were available only every 3 hours, which resulted in only
from which it. was derived.
The dotted line shows the
normalized

ratio

of two irradiance

measurements

made

14 comparable spectra. All spectra were normalized at

by Analytical Spectral Devices, Inc., using a spectro-

490 nm.

radiometerat 1 nm resolution(data reproducedwith

The

instrumental

and

model

effects

were

evaluated

permission). The measurementswere made at approx- by dividing the irradiance measured during a period
imately the same solar zenith angles on adjacent clear with less than 1/8 cloud cover by the corresponding
and cloudy days in April 1996 near the border of Ok- clear-sky model irradiance. Note that no clear-sky data

lahoma and Kansas.
The value of CF for their measurelnents was 0.32. The fluctuations
observed in their

were

available

for this

calculation

fi'om

the

subset

of

14 spectra used. Each of the measured spectra were
then
divided by this correction spectrum. Figure 7a
problems(A. F. H. Goetz, Analytical SpectralDevices,
Inc., personal communication, 1.997). The symbols oil showstwo COlnparisonsof the spectral shape of the corthe Siegel et al. line and on the line from this study in- rected irradiance measurements on a cloudy day with
dicate the center wavelengthsfor which measurements the clear-sky model. It can be seen that the spectral

ratio below 400 nm may have been causedby calibration

were made.

(near the borderof Oklahomaand Kansas)(A. F. H.
Goetz, Analytical Spectral Devices, Inc., personal com-

shapes differ; the measurements show relatively weaker
attenuation at shorter wavelengthsand stronger attenuation at, longer wavelengthsthan the irradiances from
the clear-sky model. This is similar to the effect seen in

Halifax under cloudyconditions(Figure 5).
To test the applicability of the parameterization de-

munication,1997) (Figure 6). Note that the spectral veloped for Halifax to the data from the Bering Sea,
cloud effect derived in this way also includes spectral
effectscausedby temporal variability of the local clilnatological parameters. The ratio of cloudy to clear-sky

the clear-sky model irradiances were multiplied by the
estimated spectral cloud effects derived for Halifax, and
the resulting irradiances were then compared with the

irradianceat ,190nm for this measurement(equivalent BeringSeameasurements
(Figure 7b). The irradiances
to CF) was 0.32. This result alsoclearly showsthe nonlinear nature of the spectral effect of clouds, although it,
(liftersin shape fi'om the spectral effect fomld for Halifax
at, the same value of CF. The high-resolutionmeasurements by Analytical Spectral Devices, Inc., show little deviation from a smooth function, for wavelengths
shorter than 700 nm. This indicates that although the
empirical relationship presentedhere was based on data
from only 6 wavebandsin the visible wavelength region,
it may provide estimates for the spectral effect of clouds

to within 5% in the interveningwavelengthregions. It
also appears that the relationships presented here may

are now closer in shape.

The agreementbetween the modeled irradiancesand
the instrument-corrected

•easured

irradiances

can be

evaluated by studying the mean percentage difference

(MPD). This is calculated at each wavelengthin
following •nanner:

MPD(X)
- 100
(11)
N x Z[Ei(X)- •(X)]/Ei(X)
'
where ]•i(/•) is the instrument-correctedmeasuredirradiance and N is the number of pairs of spectra. An
MPD equal to zero indicates no bias, whereas post-
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10. The Roles of Sky Reflectivity
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(a)

Surface

and

Albedo

Two causes for the spectral effect of clouds were
0,8
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:•0,7
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700 tion and scattering by cloud particles and intervening
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'

0.8
0.7

0.•00

'

meas.
ureme.
n.
TM

450

cloudy
model
500

550

introducedearlier: (1) reflectionfrom the surfaceof
the cloudsand the ground and (2) spectral absorp-

' (b)

gas molecules.The former effect is expectedto be the
dominantprocess[Middleton,1954];henceit may be

possible to mimic the spectral effect of clouds by using existing clear-sky models and increasingthe sky reflectivity within them. This is similar to the approach

by Gardiner[1987],who deriveda (nonspectral)
'•_'"'"'.•.--"
"1 taken
model that accounts for the transmission and absorp-

600

650

700 tion of the cloud and multiple scatteringbetween (1)

Wavelength(nm)

the cloudsand ground,(2) the cloudsand sky,and (3)

the sky and ground. Using this model, he showedthat
Figure 7. Comparisonof irradiance spectra measured under cloudy skiesin Antarctica, deviations in the magin the Bering Sea for two cloudyperiods(solid lines) nitude of downwelling irradiance can be explained by
with (a)clear-skymodelirradiances(dashedlines)and
(b) cloudymodelirradiancesusingthe spectralcloudef- deviationsin the magnitude of ground albedo. This effect derivedfor Halifax (dashedlines). The modeledir- fect has also been seenin other studiesin polar regions,
radianceswere correctedfor the spectral responseof the wherethe groundalbedois extremelyhigh [Ricchiazziet
instrument, and the measurementswer• averagedover al., 1995].This observationhasalsobeenusedto simu10-min periods. Each of the averaged,measuredspec- late increased irradiance under cloudy skies in a model
tra were divided by a correctionspectrum to relnove re- by alteringthe magnitudeof the groundalbedo[Nylling
maining instrumental effectsand model artifacts. Each et al., 1997]and the sky reflectivity[Atwaterand Ball,
of the spectra has been normalized at 490 nm.

1978].Usinga similarapproach,sensitivityanalysesare

made here of the effectsof the magnitude of the sky reflectivity and the magnitude and spectral shape of the
tive and negative MPDs indicate negative and positive surfacealbedo on spectral downwellingirradiance in remodel biases, respectively. The MPDs for the clear- gionsof relatively low groundalbedo(0.02-0.26) using
sky model and the cloudy model are shown in Figure the BRGC model.
8. The clear-skymodel showsa negativebias (positive
The sky reflectivity[r•(,X)]is a functionof all of the
MPD) at short wavelengthsand a positive bias (neg- climatological parameters input in the BRGC model
ative MPD) at long wavelengths,reaching magnitudes [seeBird and Riotdan, 1986]. The BRGC model uses

of up to 10%. The steady changein bias with wavelength is an indication of the spectral effect of clouds.

The biasbetweenthe cloudymodelpresentedhere (derived for usein Halifax) and the BeringSeadata shows
a similar spectral shape; however, its magnitude is al-

clear sky model
cloudymodel(thisstudy)
Siegelet al. cloudymodel
5

most halved. This showsthat while the incorporation
of the spectral effect of cloudsimproved the agreement
between the measurements and the model, the spectral cloud effect.determined in Halifax does not fully
explain the irradiance changesobservedin the Bering
Sea. Also shownin Figure 8 are the MPDs found if the

eee•
•

linearspectralcloudeffectof Siegelet al. [1998]is used
to model the Bering Sea data. The spectral effect of
cloudsappearsto be a steeper function of wavelength
in the Bering Sea than in Halifax or the western equatorial Pacific Ocean. This may be a result of the presence
of different types of cloudsin these locations, or it may
be due to differencesin groundalbedo(seesection10).
Becauseof the limited number of sets of climatological observationsavailable (14), a spectralcloud effect
couldnot be determinedwith statisticalsignificancefor
the Bering Sea. Local studies of the spectral effects of
clouds should be made if accurate spectral irradiances
are required.

-10

-15

400

4,•0

5•0

'

550

Wavelength(nm)

Figure 8. Mean percentagedifferencebetweenmodeled

irradiance

and

instrument-corrected

irradiance

(equation(11)) measuredin the Bering Sea as a function of wavelengthfor the clear-skymodel (dashedline),
the cloudymodelderivedhere(solidline) andthe •c;iegel
et al. [1998]cloudymodel(dottedline).
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Table 1. ClimatologicalVariablesUsedin the BRGC
Model to Study the Effectsof Variationsin Sky

correctionfactor that they used which may have over-

Reflectivity and Ground Albedo on
DownwellingIrradiance and the

Spectralvariationsin the downwellingirradiancemeasuredat the groundresult not only from ground-cloud
reflections
but alsofromcloud-skyreflections[Ifylling et

Effects of Clouds on Estimates

of BiologicalProperties in
the Ocean.
Variable

Value

Day of year

150

Longitude

63øW

Latitude

45øN

Solarzenith angle

30ø

Pressure

1013 mbar

Relative humidity

70%

Water vapor concentration
Visibility
Windspeed
Mean 24-hour windspeed

4 cm
30 km --1
2.6 m s
--1
2.6 m s

Ozone

300 DU

Air mass type

2

--1

Surfacetype
land
These are typical valuesfor Halifax, Nova Scotia.

corrected

their results.

al., 1997].Assuming
that reflectionfrom the cloudtop
is spectrallyneutral, Figure 9 alsorepresentsthe effect
of increasingcloud-topalbedo on downwellingirradiance. These results are consistent with the hypothesis
that the spectraleffectof cloudsmay be almostentirely
a consequence
of reflectionfrom the cloudsurfaceand

ground,ratherthan from spectralvariationscausedby
the passageof irradiancethroughcloud. It alsoyields
the potentialfor direct incorporationof the spectraleffect of clouds into clear-sky models.

A relationshipbetween CF and the magnitude of
the multiplicationfactor for the sky reflectivity used,

[rs(A)/rsc(A)],
wasderivedby findingthe bestfit of the
irradianceratios(Figure9) to the spectralcloudeffect
for Halifax (Figure4), assuminga relationshipfor rs(A)
of the form:

rs(A)= rs•(A)[1+ c(1- CF)],

(12)

the productof rs(A) andthe groundalbedo[rg(A)]to where c is a parameter. The best-fit value for c for
derivethe downwellingirradianceresultingfrom multi- the Halifax data usinga ground albedoof 0.2 was 8 qple air-groundinteractions.Note that thesetwo quan- 2. A comparisonof the irradiance ratios derived ustities are not independent;changesin the fraction of ing this valuefor c with the spectralcloudeffectmeadiffuseto direct irradiance causedby cloudscan change suredin Halifax for six rangesof CF is shownin Figure
the magnitudeof the groundalbedo[seeBukataet al., 10. This method showsreasonableability to predict the
19951.
spectral effect of cloudsprovided that a local parameFirst, assuminga spectrallyneutral groundalbedo, terizationfor the relationshipbetweenrs(A) and CF is
clear-skydownwellingirradiancewascalculatedfor in- known. Since the aboverelationship is an empirical one,
creasingmagnitudesof rs(A) usingthe climatological
variablesin Table 1. The magnitudeof rs(A) was increaseduniformlyoverall wavelengths
by up to 6 times
its clear-skymagnitude. This has the sameeffect on
calculationsof irradianceas increasingthe magnitudeof

the groundalbedo.A typicalvaluefor rs(A)underclear
sky[rsc(A)]at the wavelength
of maximumskyreflectivity, 350nm, is 0.35. Sincethe productrs(A)rg(A)under
cloudyskyconditionsmustbe lessthan 1, the valuethat
this productcan be increasedby is limited to lessthan
14 for a groundalbedoof 0.2 (14 x 0.35 x 0.2 - 1).
Ratios of each of the resulting irradiance spectra to
the irradiancespectrumfor sky reflectivity under clear
sky were then calculated(Figure 9). Figure 9 shows
a closeresemblancein the visible to the spectral cloud

effectderivedhere (Figure4) and to that derivedfrom
the SBDART cloudymodel by Siegelet al. [1998]at.
all wavelengthsshown. The fluctuationsin the spectral shapenear 553, 590, 650, and 700 nm correspond

1.3
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to similar fluctuations found in the Analytical Spectral Figure 9. Variations in the ratio of clear-skydownDevices,Inc., ratio which was basedsolely on measure- welling irradiance with enhanced sky refiectivities to
ments(Figure 6). The changein the spectralshape that with normal sky reflectivity as a function of wavenear 330 nm has also been seenin somepreviousstudies length. The sky refiectivitieswere increasedby factors
of i to 6 usingstepsof 0.5. The irradianceswere cal[ Webb,1991,Table 1; Wangand Lenoble,1996;Siegel culated usingthe BRGC model with the climatological
et al., 1998]. However,note that this effect was not parametersin Table i and a spectrally neutral ground
observed in measurements made by $eckmeyer et al. albedo of 0.2. The sharp decreasein the irradiance ratio
[1996,Figure3]; this may haveresultedfrom the ozone below 320 nm is caused by ozone absorption.
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(Figure 11)is used(Figure 12). This spectralshapefor
ground albedo enhances the effect of increased sky reflectivity. However,the magnitude of the groundalbedo
is also important, as demonstrated using the spectral
albedo of open ocean water whosemagnitude is signifi-

1.25

1.2
1.15

cantlylowerthan that of concrete(with a meanof 0.02).

1.1

For this sensitivity analysis, the BRGC model was run
using a ground type of land. When the appropriate
ground type of water is used in the BRGC model, the
deviation in the irradiance ratio from a clear-sky caseis
even less. The discrepancy observed between data from
the Bering Sea, data from the equatorial Pacific and the

1.05

0.95

0.9

spectralcloudeffectderivedfor Halifax (Figure8) may

0.85
0.8

400

450

500

550

600

650

700

Wavelength(nm)

Figure 10. Comparisonbetween the spectral cloud ef-

be caused by the difference in surface albedo between
locations. Hence knowledge of the spectral shape and
magnitude of the ground albedo is essential for accu-

rate modelingof the spectraleffectof clouds(usingthis

method) as well as downwelling irradiance. Note that
the method presentedin section6 to derive the spectral
reflectivityin the BRGC model (lines). Thc measure- cloud effect for Halifax did not depend on an accurate
ments shown are for values of CF in ranges of 0.0-0.2, choicefor the ground albedo becauseof the correction
..., 0.8-1.0. The lines were calculated using a derived ratio used.
empirical relationshipfor rs(A) in the BRGC model
In the approachpresentedhere, we replacedthe clear-

fectmeasuredin Halifax at fivewavebands
(circles)with

that estimated by changing the magnitude of the sky

(equation(12)) for valuesof CF of 0.1, 0.3, ..., 0.9, and
sky reflectivity[r•(,•)] in a clear-skymodelwith a sur1.0. Each line is the ratio of the downwellingirradiance
for each value of CF to that for clear sky (CF - 1). rogateskyreflectivity[v•(,•)], whichis a linearfunction
Only five wavebandswere compared; the sixth at 699.5 of,'•(,•) andthe cloudfactor (CF). Our resultsdemonnm showedpoor agreement with the model results and strate that. by usingthis approach,clear-skymodelscan
hencewas not used in the derivation of (12).
be used to yield the spectral shape of downwelling
radiance in the presenceof clouds. However, when the
magnitude of the sky reflectivity in a clear-sky model is
it implicitly incorporatesthe effectsof multiple scatter-

increased,the magnitudeof the calculateddownwelling
irradiance also increases. To correct for this effect, the

ing betweenthe ground, clouds,and sky (for a model resulting "cloudy" irradiance must be normalized at 490
that incorporates these effects explicitly, see Gardi.ncr

[1987]).
A sensitivity analysis of the effect of spectral variations in the ground albedo was performed by using
the spectral albedo for concrete and its mirror image

0.45 ---

0.4

(Figure 11). The ground albedo of concretewas chosen as it may be representative of the Halifax region
and because it has a relatively simple shape in the visible region; it. increasesalmost linearly with increasing
wavelength. Note that the mirror i•nage has a siinilar

spectralshapeto the albedo (or irradiancereflectance)
of open oceanwater but differsin •agnitude by a fa('tor
of approxi•nately 10.
Using the spectral albedo for co•crete, the irradiance
ratio was recalculated using the e•npirical relatiol•ship

of (12) for a value for CF of 0.l. In con•parisonto the
caseassuminga spectrally neutral ground albedo of 0.2
(Figure 12), the ratio for the spectralalbedoof concrete

0.35

............
•.e''e .....
water
('10)

0.3

o0.25
•

0.2

0.5
O.1

concrete

-- mirror
image
concrete

"'•'"' ...'".

• • • '•
;

"....
"%ø
'%

0.05

\

600
Wavelen9th (rim)

showslessvariation with changesin ('F, in spite of the

increasedalbedo(lneanof 0.26). This raisestwo points: Fig]Ire 11. Spectra] albedos['or concrctc(solid line)
first that relationshipsderivedfor r,(•) as functionsof from (;ue.qm•rd[1995],its mirror imageabout 490 nm
CF depend on the chosenground albedo and second (usedfor a sensitivityanalysis)(dashedline), and for
open ocean water near Cuba (see Morel and Pricur
that a ground albedo that increaseswith wavelength
in the visible region tends to counteract the effects of
increasing sky reflectivity. The opposite effect is seen
when the mirror image of the spectral albedo of concrete

[1975],their Discoverer
station10) (dottedline). For
the water albedo, a value of 0.00159 was assumed beyond 615 nm. Note that the water albedo has been

multiplied by a factor of 10 in the figure.
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color

is itself

a function

of the

incident
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ysis demonstrates the errors involved in estimates of C
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radiance, knowledgeof the spectral distribution of the
downwellingirradiance is essential.The following anal-
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image
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ß
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It(X) [Morel, 1980],or ratiosof water-leavingradiance
at the seasurface,Lw(•)[Gordon et al., 1983]. Since

-- spectrally
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from in situ or aircraft measurementsof Lw(A) if spectral variations in the downwelling incident irradiance
are ignored. One application of this analysisis the correction of measurementsmade by in situ mooringsand
drifters

o

z

I

-

øoo

Wavelength(rim)

that

are used to monitor

variations

in C under

cloudy conditions when satellite measurementsare not
available. Note that this analysis may also apply to
satellite measurements of ocean color, since clouds in

neighboringpixels may affect the measurementsfrom
clear-sky pixels.

Water-leavingradiancecan be convertedto reflectance

Figure 12. The effect of changesin the spectral shape

andmagnitude
of theground
albedo
ontheratioof using
therelationship
irradiance under enhanced sky reflectivity to that under clear-sky reflectivity. In each case, the sky reflectivity was increased by a factor of 8.2, as determined

(13)

- Q(X)w

by (1:2)for Halifax (c = 8) under overcastconditions where Q(A) is the ratio of upwellingirradianceto up(CF = 0.1). The ratio of the modeledirradianceun- wellingradiance. Assumingthat the wavelengthdepender the enhanced sky reflectivity to that for clear-sky denceof Q(A) is negligible(but see Morel and Gentill
reflectivity(CF = 1) is shownfor four differentground [1993,1996]),theratioofreflectance
[rij =
albedos: a spectrally neutral surface with an albedo of

0.:2(solidline), concrete(dashedline), the mirror imageof concreteabout 490 nm (dotted-dashedline), and
open oceanwater (dotted line). Each of the irradiance
ratios

were normalized

can be expressedas

rij -- lij / eij,

(14)

at 490 nm.

where lij is the ratio of water-leavingradiancesand
eij is the ratio of downwellingirradiances. Combining a clear-sky irradiance spectrum, calculated using

nm to either (1) the valueof Ed(490), if measured,or
(2) the magnitudeof the irradianceexpectedfor clear35

sky conditions at 490 nm, and subsequently corrected

[

i

[

[

,

,

for cloudmagnitudeeffects(e.g., (6)). This yieldsthe
magnitudeand spectralshapeof downwellingirradiance
in the presenceof cloudsusing a clear-sky model.

25
t-

11. Biological Implications
In situ measurements

of radiance

'-

and irradiance

20

are

often used to determine certain biological properties
in the ocean, such as the concentration of chlorophyll • 10
a.

Often

these estimates

are made

without

knowl-

edgeof spectral variationsin the downwellingirradiance

5

[Mueller, 1986; Cullenet al., 1994;Abbottand Letelier,
1997]. The effect of spectralvariationsin the downwelling irradiance, suchas thosecausedby the presence
-50
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 05 0.6 07 0.8 0.9
of clouds, on the estimation of several biological propFractionof Cloud Cover (f)
erties and bio-optical properties at the sea surface is
examined here. The properties studied include chloro- Figure 13. PercentagedifferencebetweenC estimated
phyll concentration as estimated from measurementsof assumingspectral cloud effectsand C assuminga clearsky spectral shape for the irradiance using the same
Water-leavingradiance, PAR, and PUB.
radiance

ratios

as a function

of the fraction

of cloud

cover. A positive percentagedifferenceindicates that if
11.1. Chlorophyll Concentration
the spectral cloud effectis ignored,C is underestimated.
The chlorophyll concentration at the sea surface is The algorithm usedto estimate C was a function of the
often estimated using empirical relationships between ratio of water-leaving radiancesand the ratio of downC and spectral ratios of reflectance at the sea surface, wellingirradiancesat 440 and 560 nm (seetext).
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the BRGC model with the parameters listed in Table 1
for an air mass type of 1 and an oceanic surface type,
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skies. In other words, PAR can be estimated to within

3.8% of the actual value under all cloud conditionsby

with the spectraleffectof clouds(equation(7)), irradi- assuminga clear-sky spectral shape for the irradiance.
ance ratios

for different

cloud covers can be calculated

Hence, since the spectral effects of clouds on PAR at

and hencevii can be estimatedfor a rangeof radiance the sea surface are relatively small, they can in most
ratios. Using the reflectance ratio algorithm of Morel

[1980]for open ocean (case1) waters, C can then be
estimated for these different sky conditions:

C- 1.92[I•(440)/R(560)]
-1'8ø

(15)

casesbe neglected.
11.3.

PUR

Photosynthetically usable radiation describesthe fraction of incident radiation that can be absorbed by phytoplankton. It is an integral component in models of

The percentage difference between C estimated incorprimary production [e.g., Kiefer and Mitchell, 1983;
porating the spectral effectsof clouds and C estimated
Morel, 1991]. This factor is describedby the following
assuminga spectral shape for clear sky using the same
radiance

ratios

is shown

as a function

of cloud

cover

relationship[Morel, 1978, 1991]:

in Figure 13. The percentage difference increaseswith

increasingcloud coverup to over 30% for overcastconditions. In other words, if the spectral effects of clouds

are ignored, (7 will be underestimatedby up to 30%
under cloudy skies using this algorithm. Hence the reflectance ratio is a strong function of the spectral shape
of the downwellingirradiance. Note that the maximum

700

PUR(z)-

00

Eo(A,z)a pn(A)dA,

(16)

where Eo(A,z) is the scalarirradianceat depth z and
coefficient
of phyto• '*
ph(A) is the specificabsorption
plankton normalized at the maximum value of absorp-

tion [from Hoepffnerand Sathyendranath,1993]. The
l*
percentage
difference(in this case30%) dependson the coefficient
a pa(A)hasa spectralshapethat generally
algorithm(s)usedto estimateC and may vary as a fimc- shows strong absorption over a broad wavelength retion of C' if different algorithms are used to describe
different regionsof the ocean. Also, note that the effect
of cloudson estimates of (7 may be particularly significant during periods of scattered cloud, where the cloud
effect can vary of the order of minutes depending on
the location

of the clouds in reference

gion near 440 nm and a relatively weaker absorption
peak over a smaller region near 670 nm.

The value of Eo(A, z) was recalculatedfor different
valuesof f at the sea surface,to determine the effect of
spectral variationsin the irradianceon PUR(0). Esti-

to the line-of-site

matesof PUR(0) were found to be underestimatedby
of the sun [Cullen et al., 1994]. Algorithmsthat relate about 1% under overcastconditionswhen the spectral
ratiosof L•:(A) to C,'directly [e.g.,Gordonet al., 1983] effectsof cloudswereneglected.HencePUR(0) varies
implicitly include the effects of spectral variations in by lessthan 1% under changingcloudconditions.
the downwellingirradiance, and, for sat.ellite imagery,
the measurementsare only made under clear skies(although neighboringpixels may be cloudy). Estimates 12. Summary
of (7 from measureInentsof L•(A) at the sea surface
AutuInn cloudsover Halifax, Nova Scotia, were found
and from aircraft and satellites may be improved by ex- to attenuate the downwellingsolar irradiance according
plicitly accountingfor spectral variations in the down- to the relationship
a(CF or f) + b(CF or f)(A/490)-4
welling irradiance causedby clouds.
in the visible. This relationship differs from both the
linear relationship found in the western equatorial Pa11.2.

PAR

cificOcean[Siegelet al., 1998]and the strongerspectral

Photosynthetically available radiation is the integrat- effect found for clouds in the Bering Sea. Hence the
ed irradiance over the wavelength range 400--700 n•n, spectral effect of clouds appears to be site-dependent
the range over which plants, such as phytoplankton, and may be a function of a combination between the
typically utilize absorbedlight for photosynthesis.PAR cloud type (or color) and the ground albedo. It was
is often used as a measure of irradiance
available for
shown that the spectral cloud effect can be mimicked
photosynthesis. The spectral effect of clouds on PAR is by using a clear-sky irradiance model and varying the
examined here by using a general irradiance spectrum magnitude of the sky reflectivity. This effect was found
at the sea surface (using nominal input values in the to be a strong function of the magnitude and spectral
BRGC model: Table 1 with an air mass type of l and shape of the ground albedo. Further study of the abilan oceanicsurfacetype) and altering the spectralshape ity of this method to accurately represent the spectral
using the empirical relationshipderived here (equation effect of clouds in the ultraviolet and visible regionsis
(7)) for valuesof f from 0 to 1. PAR is calculatedby in- necessary. Similar studies at a range of locations are
-•
-1
-1
tegrating the irradiance, in units of tool m "s
nm , also necessarybefore a general model describing the
for each value of f used. PAR calculated using spectral spectraleffectof clouds(perhapsas a functionof atcloud effects was found to be less than that assuming toospherictype, season,and surfacealbedo)can be atno spectral effectsby a maximum of 3.8% for overcast tempted. A general model would be of great benefit
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to studies where local estiinates of the spectral effect of
cloudsis impractical. One application of theserestilts is BRGC
ilnproved accuracy in estimates of biologicalproperties
from in situ optical measurements, particularly those
that use algorithms based on wavelength ratios.

Appendix'

The BRGC Model

Clear-sky irradiances were Inodeled in this study us-

EFFECTS

model

31,029

cœ)
combinedBird and Riotdan [1986]
model with the Gregg and Carder

[1990]model.
parameter in the equation for r• (•)
(N-D).
spectral cloud index (N-D).

c

chlorophyll
concentration
(mgm-3).

CF

cloudfactor [Ea(4.90)/Ea(490)]

ing a combinationof the Bird and Riordanlnodel[Btrd
and Rtordan,1986] and a modifiedform of this model
by Greggand Carder[1990].The additionsand changes
made to these models are outlined briefly here.
Several extra equations were incorporated in the
BRGC model to derive necessaryparameters from avail-

OF CLOUDS

(N-D).

cloudindex[1- Ecloudy/Eclear]
(N-D).
ratio of downwelling irradiances

[Ed(Xi)/Ed(Xj)] (N-D).
Eclear

(wide-band) clear-skyirradiance

able data. Theseincludedexpressions
to derive (1) the

(W m-2).

relative humidity from the pressure, temperature, and

Ecloudy

(wide-band)cloudyirradiance

Ea(A, f)

measured downwelling irradiance

dewpointtelnperature(basedon Lowe[1977])and (2)
the water vapor concentration from dewpoint tempera-

(W m-

ture [At'waterand Ball, 1976].

tindercloudysky (pW cm-2 nm-•).

Slight modifications were lnade to some of the equa-

modeled downwelling irradiance

tionsgivenby Greggand Carder[1990].Theseincluded
(1) replacingthe constant118.3by 118.93in their equa- •]i()•)

(//W cm-2 nm- 1).
normalized

instrument-corrected

tion for the transmittance due to oxygen absorption
• removing
...... factor of
(their equation(18)), ("'
' the ^"•"•
1/2 appearingwithin the bracketsof their equationfor

scalar

Frsnd's •w (their equation(-14)), (3) adding an ex-

fraction of sky coveredby cloud

measuredirradiance(N-D).
:_.•

•

.-1.'

trrauiailt•

(Inol.1-2 nm-1 s-i).

pressionfor multiple sea-air interactions based on the

(N-D).

methodusedby Bird and Riotdan [1986],and (4) in- !ij

ratio of water-leaving radiances

corporating the correction factor for scattered irradi-

[Lo•(X,)/L•(Xj)] (N-D).

ancederivedby Bird and Riotdan[1986](their equation
(28)). The first of thesemodificationsis basedon close
examinationof L½ckr•½r's
[1978]derivationof this equa- MPD(,•)

water-leaving radiance

N

meanpercentagedifference(%).
exponentfor SCE(A, CF) (N-D).
numberof pairs of spectra(N-D).

PAR

pho[osynthetically available radiation

PUR(z)

photosynthetically usable radiation

tion, which appears to have a typographical error in the
final

result.

The

last two modifications

were made

in

an attempt to increase the accuracy of the model, by

accountingfor two factorsthat were not includedin the
Gregg and Carder model.
The BRGC model was designed with an option for
choosingcalculations applicable to land or water surfaces. The water calculations followed the equat.ions by

(W m-2 nm- • sr- •).

(toolm-2 s-1).

(molm- 2 s- •).
ratio of upwelling irradiance

to upwellingradiance(st).
groundalbedo (N-D).

Greggand Carder [1990](apart from the slight modifications outlined above). The land calculationswere
performed by calculating the following parameters using the relevant relationshipsfrom Bird and •iovclan

ratio

of reflectances

Notation

[R(Xi)/R(Xj)] (N-D).
sky reflectivity(N-D).
sky reflectivityfor clearsky (N-D).
irradiancereflectance(N-D).
spectralcloudeffect(N-D).
instrumentaland/or local effect on
irradiancemeasurements
(N-D).
depth (m).

N-D indicates a dimensionlessparameter.

parameterfor Ecloudy/Eclea
r (N-D).
parameter
for Ecloudy/Eclea
r (N-D).

[1986]:(1)the singlescatteringalbedoand (2)the influence of multiple ground-air interactions. A further
difference

between

the ocean

and land

calculations

the air mass type input into the model.

a(CF)
l*

a ph(•)

parameterfor SCE(k, CF) (N-D).

is

scs(x, cr)

wavelength(nm).

normalized
specific
absorption
coe•cient of phytoplankton(N-D).

A(CL)

parameter
for el(A,eL) (nm-•).

b(CF)

parameterfor SCE(A, CF) (N-D).
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